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wlth tuberculin from the lung, and that the index
always showed a tendency to fall unles3 pashed up with
tuberculin R.

CASE X.
A young chief, aged 23, of the Fame family as the

above gentlemao, consulted us four montbs ago complaining
of malaise, lack of energy, and occasional fever, subsiding
apparently under quinine. He had lost flesh, and complained
of pain in the eptgastrium from time to time, not connected
with his meals, two years ago an attack ot similar pain was
relieved by santonin and the p&ssage of a round worm. On
this ocoasion it. fatled. His temperature was frequently
taken, and was generally below normal. His urine was
normal ; there wag no blood, pus or albumen, but it contained
tubercle bacilli. He oomplainea at times of a slight burning
when passing urine. His index has been kept high by injec-
tions of tuberculin R. during the last four mnonths. He has
regained his weight, his energy, and his appetite. Here, then,
is another ease of tuberculous cacbexta wshich, jndging from
the numbers of cases of phthisis whlch have manifested them.
selves in his famUy. would, we feel, hava rapidly drifted into
tuberculosis of the lungs.

CASE XI.
A young Hindu hospital assistant, more or less On attend-

ance on the above case, complained of weakness, dyspepsia.
and epigastric paip. There was nothingremarkable about his
previous history. His symptoms were of three months' dura.
tion. His opsonio Index was 0.9. An examination of his
urine showed tuberele bacilli.

CASE XII.
RB, a Hindu, aged 20, was admitted into the Charitable

Hosptit4j Indore, on October 7th, 1907, as he is a personal
servant of one. of ns. His previous history and the history of
his prqsent condition are well known. A year ago he suffered
from remittent fever lasting for three weeks, and was treated
by hypodermics of quinine, but wltbout much effect. His
recovery appeared to be complete. In September, 1907, he
was again attacked with fever, and though his lungs were
examined'carefully from time to time, nothing was fonnd
until early in Ootober-that is, a month after the commence-
ment of his fever_-when a patch was discovered in the base of
the right lung, and tuberole bacilli detected in the small
amount of expectoration. He was then admitted into hos-
pital, and his treatment by quinine hypodermics replaced by
tuberculin R. injretions. His opsonic Index has always been
high, showing autointoxication. The temperature continues
very bigh, with morning remissions; the Infection is, how-
ever, double, as pneumococcl were also found in the sputum.
This was injected 'info a guinea-pig, which developed acute
pueumocoocus septioaemia, and died on the fourth day. The
cocoi were found in the heart blood of the animal on post-
mortem examination. No tubercle badilli have, so far, been
detected in the urine of this patient. Here, then, is a case of
what we presume-to have been acute tuberculous fever a year
ago, de,veloping into localized tuberculosis ot the right lung
in September of this year, but complicated by pneumocccous
infection.

CASE XIII.
Private P., of the Carabineers, aged 24, came with a history

of malarial fever at Bangalore of a month's duration, in
September, 1906,;when he was treated by hypodermics of
quinine. He states that the highest point his temperature
rose to was 103.40. That the fever lasted for so long atime
in spite of qulnipe makes us doubt the correctness of the
diagnosts. Since then he has been in ill health. When seen
by us in November, 1907, he was anaemic, and explains that
he has lost weight. His appearance is certainly like that of
malarial cachextsa He suffers from pain and tenderness over
the liver and pit of the stomach-in fact. this was the first
symptom he referred to, calling it liver. There Is no marked
hepaticor splenio enlargement. On examination, his urlne
con'tained numbers of tuberole bacilli, and our diagnosis is
tone of tuberculous cachexia.

The writers have many other cases of acute tuberculous
fever and tuberculous cachexla on their books, and have
been astonished at the number they have been able to
lay their hands on during the last few months. They
feel that, some more and valuable light will be thrown
on the Important problem of Indian fevers by farther
investigations on the lines which they bave indicated,
and thts note is written with a view to point out to other
observers a line on which to proceed.

REFERENCE.
1 BBRISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, Beptember 24th, 1898.

AT the Franco-British Exhibition, to be opened next
May at Shepherd's Bush, there will be a large- section
devoted to foodstuffs and bevereges. The :French authori-
ties intend to make a very fine display of the natural
resources of their country in this section, and .it is
hoped that GEreat and GEreater Britain will also be well
represented..

ON THIE
SPREAD AND PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOUS
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SOUTH AFRICA.*

By J. GR&NT MILLAR, M.B., CH B.GLASG.9
DISTRICT SURGEON, MEDICAL OFFICER OF HEBALTH, AND JUSTICE OF
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OF the diseases to which the Pondo is subject, tuberculosis
holds -the first place. Not only is it much more common
than any other serious dieease, but, unfortunately, it is
also on the Increase. In bis annual report, just published,
Dr. Gregory, Medical Officer of Health for Cape Colony,
states:
Of all the diseases attacking the native and coloured, tuber-

culosis is by far the most important, and it is once more my
duty to call attention to the ravages of the population it is
causing, and to the extreme importance of the taking of publie
measures to restrain its further spread.
Commenting on the fact that when he first drew atten-

tion to the subject, some fifteen years ago, the warning
was received with little credence by the public, he
says :
South Afric3 was considered by most people as the one place

for the cure of the consumptive coming from abroad, anc&
surely, it was said, if it be a place to cure the disease, it can
hardly be a place where it should spread.. . . Figures, which
though incomplete are irrefutalle, have become -vailable, and
it is now no longer possible to doubt that this disease bids fair
to decimate the native and colonred races . . . unless a check
can be put on its progress.1

Dr. Gregory'a repDrt refers to the whole of Cape Colony,
but I shall confine my remarks to tuberculosis as it
affects the natives of Pondoland, a more or less moun-
tainous country forming part of a larger district known
locally as " The Native Territories'" (otherwise as
Kaifraria). It fornms the connecting link between Cape
Colony and Natal, and for administrative purposes belongs
to Cape Colony, to which it was annexed in 1894. The
climate Is temperate; the winter or dry season lasts
roughly from April untjl October, and the summer or
wet season from October until April. During the winter
season the climate is delightful, often cold at night and
in the morning, but during the day ample sunshine, much
like good summer weather In England. During the sum-
mer season there is a good deal of ratn, especially in
December. As a rale there ts no excessive heat, although
a temperature of 900 F. in the shade is common, whilst.
sometimes the temperature reaches 1000 F.
The Pondos are not in any way physically degenerate.

They are not, on the average, very tall; and, although not
as fine a race as the Zalus, they are stoutly and sturdily
built. The great majorityof tbem are known as "Red
Kaffirs," from their custom of smearing their bodies and
hair with red ochre. They might equally well be called
"blanket," as a blanket hung from the shoulders is -the
only garment they affect. There is, however, an ever-
increasing number who are becoming civilized to the
extent of wearing European clothes.
Pondoland is one of the chief recruiting fields for the

gold mines of the Transvasl; and, after a careful con-
sideration'of the subject, I have no doubt that this is the
primary cause of tuberculosis amongst the Pondoe.
.Medical opinion here is agreed that the native races are
naturally very susceptible to the dieease, and that their
powers of resistance to it are very low.
A young man goes up from this district to work in the

mines at Johannesburg. After working there for some
stx montbs or a year-wbere, It must be remembered,
the conditions of life are totally different to what he has
been accustomed to, for example, the atmosphere of the
mines, the dust, the hard work, etc.-he happens to con-
tract phthists, as likely as not from a fellow worker, after
which he returns home to Pondoland, where the manner
of living is pre-eminently calculated to favour the spread
of the disease. Two main factors are the overcrowding of
huts, and the filthy and disguating babit of indiscriminate
spitting.
The overcrowding Is probably worse than anything that.

could be foud in an East End slum of a great city at
home. One may seee some 80 people-men, wromen, nd

* This paper has beenl somewhat abridged.
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children-crowded into a small hut, the door of which is
carefully blocked up and which contains no other opening
or ventilation of any kind. This overcrowdiag is very
much the rule, it being quite the exception to find a hut
not overcrowded. Now Imagine a phthisical patient one
of this crowd, constantly spitting on the floor and on the
walls of the hut, and can it be wondered at that the
disease spreads?
No one who has lived in this country and seen nearly

a whole hut of natives contract the disease one after the
other could possibly have any doubt as to the lnfectious-
ness of phthisis. Nor would It be possible to get any
better examples of this infectiousness than such cases,
where time and again.one native returned from the mines
Infects almost the entire occupants of a hut previously
quite healthy. Nor is the, spread of the disease confined
only to the one hut or even the one kraal, because it is a
custom amongst the natives to crowd together in the
different stores, where they frequently spend half a day
chatting and idling-and invariably spitting. Hence,
taking into account how susceptible the Kaffir appears to
be to the disease, it is easy to see how many aifferent
centres of infection may arise from a single Imported
case. Added to all which it may be remarked that it is
a common practice amongst the natives to sleep with
their heads covered up in their blanket, alter which
they may lend the blanket to a neighbour, as they also
freely interchange eating and drinking utensils and even
pipes.
The missionary school3 are considered by several

district surgeons centres- of infection, and granted any
one suffering from tuberole is attending school, It is not
difficult to see how the disease may be disseminated.
The Kaffirs attending these schools learn to dress If
they learn nothing else, and there is a general impres-
sion that the "dresed " Kaffir is more susceptible to,
tuberculosis than the "red " or " blanket " Kaffir. So
far as one can ascertain, the impression seems to be well
founded, the adoption of European clothing appearing to
render them "softer" and more susceptible to "colds."
At the same time the question is complicated by the fact
that any distriet surgeon eeps more dressed Kaffirs in
proportion, as, being semi-civilized, they, better appreciate
medical treatment. There is also the further fact-in
regard to. the male portion of the population-that manyj
"boys" who have been to work at the mines adopt
Zuropean clothes either when there or on their return,
so that it becomes somewhat diffi-cult to- know exactly
what part the change of clothes playsin the question of
eusceptibility. Anything in the nature of even rough
statistics is, of course, in a purely native and only very
slightly civilized- country like Pondoland, abiolutely out
of the question.

I think -the introduction of phthisis has been the
starting point, but tabercalous disease is also met with
in other forms, chtefly as.acute general or miliary tuber-
culosis and as tuberculous gland disease. In fact, In Cape
Colony itseli* the consensus of medical opinion is that'
the glandular and milliary forms are more frequent than
the pulmonary, but I do not think this applies to Pondo-
land. So far as I have Eeen, at least, it does not apply to
the Flagstaff district, in which there is a native popula-
tion of some 25,000 to 30,000. However, it must be
admitted that only very general impriessions can be
gathered, as it Is but-a small percentage of the Pondos
in any district who seek the aid of a " white " doctor, a
majOrlty still preferring to go to their " witch-doctors"
and have their ailments cured by means of charme,'so that
the patients one does see can only be taken as a rough
guide to the prevalence of any particular disease.

I- have seen many cases of tuberculous glands, par
ticularly of the neck, and, as might be expected, particu-
larly in young people. I have not myself seen very many
cases of miliary tubercle, but last year accidentally came
across a case when making a post-mortem examination of
a boy of about 14 years of, age who was supposed,
erroneously, to have died from violence; every organ was
simply riddled with miliary tubrcle-lutngs, liver, spleen,
kidneys, etc. I have not seen a single case of tuberculous
bone* diseAse, and on lookig t 4roughthe reprs of

other district surgeons I notice their experience is the
same.
So convinced is medical opinion in this country of the

infectiousness of the disease that some public bodies
have approached the Cape Government with a view to the
segregation of all tuberculous patients. Such a proposal.
is, of course, quite impracticable on the score of expense
if for no other reason. As Dr. Gregory points out, it is
as much as the Government can undertake to segregate
the lepers in the Colony, and their numbers are small
compared with those of people suffering from the various'
forms of tuberculosis. Still, that such a suggestion
should even be made shows how much alive public
opinion here is to the necessity of something being done.
Some good might be done if the Government Insisted that
every native going to work in the mines at Johannesburg
should first of all undergo a rigorous medical examinaton
In his own distriet before he is allowed to, proceed. This
would tend to weed out the unfit, and those more likely
to contract.the diLease. I believe all the labour bossa t are
medically examined at Johannesburg before being allowed
to start work; but, owing to the largeneas of .their num-
bers, such examination is not probably as thorough as it.
would be it carried out in. their own. district, where the
number examined by each doctor would be comparatively
small, and where he might know sometbing about the
history of at least some of the boys examined. In any
case, if they were first examined in the^r own district it
would always be an additional check. As things are, a
number of labour agents, for their, own protection,, are
sending to the mines. boys medically examined by the
district surgeon previous to their-departure;: for, if a boy
they send up is rejected, or breaks down in health during
the first month, they are put to considerable expense, but
at present such examination is not compulsory, and by no
means universal. The advisability of having 0ome such
medical examination has been admitted by the Transvaal
Government; -but, in. a recent proclamation concerning
the recruiting of labour, it found itself unable to enforce
such a regalatlon on ,account of difficulties which were
not specified.. K
A great deal might be done, by the Transvaal Govern-

ment and the various mining companies in the way of
improving the conditions of life for the toys at the
mines-for example, strict isolation of the sick, pro-
viding proper buildings for them to sleep In, seeing that
such buildings are properly ventllated, insisting that
every boy should have a certain nminimum cubic air
space, etc., such being amongst the recommendations of
the Conference of Principal Medical Officers of Health of
Brittsh South African Colonies.

But, when all said and done, one is inevitably
forced to the conclusion that here, as. at home, the only
effectual measures in the long run depend upon- the
natives themselves. To prevent the spread of tuber-
culosts the native must be taught the, evils of over-
crowding, aud he must come to learn the dangers that
arise from lndiscrlminate expectoration. Once the Pondos
were fully alive to the Infectiousness of the, disease, and
once he could be made to understand how few and how
simple were the precautions necessary to avert its spread,
one would be on the high road towards attafning this
most desirable end. In regard to the overcrowding, there
is a very serious practical difficulty to be surmounted,
namely, that in order to lessen the overcrowdling there
would require to be a great building of huts. This is

a serious matter, not only In regard to the actual putting
up of new huts, but: still more so because it means an
increased payment by the native In the ehape of hut tax.
All the Pondos contribute In the way of taxes is lOs. per
annum for each hut they have, hence the more huts the
more tax they have to pay. It Is a samall .enough con-
tribution, but so averse to work are they that they prefer
to overcrowd in the manner desecrlbed.
With reference to their habit of spitting, the only thing

one can suggest is that possibly something might be done
by instilling into the minds of the natives attending the
missionary schools some elementary ideas of hygiene and
Instruction about the serious evil and danger of the habit;
but this is at -best but a slow and uncertain process, and
meanwhile the disease proceds apace.
In concluding these.few and desultory remarks on thb
t The torm "boy " does not 'refer to the age of a Kaffir, all natives

who *ork in the mines being so designater

*Although Pondoland is really a portion of Cape Colony now, there
is always a distinction drawn between the Colony "proper," that is,
the country west of the Kei River, and the native territories, which
practically--form -a separate --country,- -although administered from
Cape Towna. -
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very large subject, I-cannot help-thoroughly and cordially
agreeing with Dr. Henry Davy in his Presidential Address
to the British Medical Association at Exeter in 1907,
when he pleaded for more drastic treatment as regards
the infectiousness of tuberculous disease, likening the
sputum of a phthiical patient to the stools of one suffer-
ing from enteric fever. So long as no more radical
steps are taken to disinfect the sputum of such patients,
either in this country or in Britain, so long will phthisis
stalk a gaunt spectre in our midst.

RFFERENCE.
1 Report of Medical Officer of Health jor the Colony of the Cape of Good

Hope, p. 30. Capetown: Cape Times, Limited. 1907.

THE PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS:
A SUGGESTION.

By A. R. GUNN, M.B., 0H.B.EDI1.

TEaz object of this communication is to suggest a method
by which it is believed that the problem of the supply
of tubercle-free milk can be satisfactorily solved. That
infection through the alimentary tract plays a consider-
able part in the etiology of tuberculosis is now admitted
by the majority of observers, among whom Shennan1 and
Still2 may be cited as obtaining 28 and 29 per cent.
respectively of primary intestinal lesions in the poet.
-mortem examination of tuberculous children. The ques-
tion of the essential similarity of bovine and human
tuberculosis need not be discussed; but on account of
their bearing on the possibility of milk as a not
uncommon source of infection, reference may be
made to the investigations of Dr. James Niven,3 who
found that 18.5 per cent. of the samples of milk intended
for the city of Manchester gave evldence of tuberculosis
on baoteriological examination, and that on the farms
from which the milk had come 14 out of 16 herds were
found to contain at least one infected individual. The
necessity for the adoption of stringent and reliable
measures will be at once apparent.
The method of inspection, even in conjunction with the

tse of the tuberculin test, is generally admitted to be far
from perfect. Even when carried out according to the letter
and spirit of the law, detection is, I believe, often evaded
by the simple precautionary measure of glving the sus-
pected animal a dose of tuberculin such time before the
-visit of the inspector is due as will give space for the
reaction to occur and be recovered from, but not for its
protective properties against a subsequent and official
injection to disappear. The method here proposed is
tounded on the fact, first pointed out by Archdall Reid,'
that in every population certain members are to be found
who possess an Inborn degree of immunity against tuber-
culosis which renders them less susceptible to its
onslaughts than their less fortunate fellows. Just as we
find during an epidemic, say of scarlet fever, that some
there are who escape infection owing to this inherited
trait, going to and fro in its midst as if proof against the
disease, though not in a state of protection in virtue of a
previous attack, so in tuberculosis certain strains possess
this specific lnborn and therefore transmissible immunity
and even in the most unfavourable hygienic conditions
escape Infection from what is almost a universal disease.
As time goes on, thij selective death-rate affects the
characters of the race. The susceptible or predisposed-a
condition, by the way, which is thus shown to be purely
negative, indicating rather a lack of inherited Immunity
than any positive predisposition to the disease-become
gradually eliminated, even although their fertility has
almost become a byword, and the more immune only
are left to carry on the race. The fit in the struggle
against this tuberculous menace to existence survive; the
less fit gradually contribute smaller and smaller amounts
to the maintenance of the race, and in the end almost
wholly disappear, leaving a people which for all practical
purposes Is as immune to tubercle as the Central
Africans, from a like cause, now are to malarial disease.
Now, if we assume the identity of bovine and human

tuberculosis, we should expect to find that among cattle,
also, there are dertain Individuals which, under ordinary
qlrcumstances, are proof to the diseae My proposal,-
then, is to take these immune individuals and breed from

them a strain which would remain absolutely free from,
any taint of disease. That this is far from being imprac-
ticable is demonstrated by the fact that something similar
has already been achieved in other forms. of life. Biffen 6
of Cambridge has shown that susceptibility and immunity
are definite Mendelian characters, the latter being
recessive; and that, by cross-breeding an inferior yet
immune type of wheat-immune, that is, to the rust
fungus-with a superior yet highly susceptible variety,
certain of their offspring are capable of producing a strain
which is possessed both of the immunity of the one
parent and of the other desirable features of the other.
And the same thing is undoubtedly possible in cows.

All that Is required is to bring the idea before the notice
of some enterprising cattle breeders who are willing to
spend the little time and money that is necessary to carry
It out. Very little observation and experiment would be
required to indicate whether a given stock was susceptible
or Immune, and afterwards from the knowledge we now
posseEs of the laws of hereditary transmission, the raising
of a pure breed possessed of this quality would be merely
a matter of time. That this suggestion is well worthy of
the attention of practical breeders, and of the con-
sideration of medical men, must now be apparent.
As regards the former, there is the commercial value
which would undoubtedly be attached to such a
stock as I have indicated. The possession of a
sire of known purity as regards this character would
of itself be no mean money asset, while the
demand for milk and stock from such a source would
increase as the knowledge of their existence became more
widely diffused. While to medical men it has the interest
of being a practical and possible means of eradicating at!
least one source of tuberculous infection. If we can rear
a breed of cattle which is practically immune to tuber-
culous disease, then, by attention to the ordinary require-
ments of hygienic science as regards cleanliness of housing
and cleanliness of milking, the danger from Infected food,
whether in the shape of meat or milk, to which we are at
present subjected, ought to be capable of almost complete
removal.
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THE TREATMENT OF EPIDEMIC CEREBRO-.
SPINAL FEVER BY INTRASPINAL

INJECTIONS OF FLEXNER AND
JOBLING'S ANTIMENINGITIS

SERUM.*
By A. GARDNER ROBB, M.B., D.P.sH,

PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE OF BBLFAST CITY FEVBR HOSPITAL,
PURDYSBURN, AND OF BELFAST UNION FEVER HOSPITAL.

IN the outbreaks of cerebro-spinal fever, which have
recently occurred in America, in Scotland, and In Ireland
attempts at treatment have proved most unsatisfactory,
and the death-rates have been remarkably uniform. In
the recent extensive epidemic in New York 75 per cent. of
those attacked died. Ker states1 that the mortality in
Edinburgh and Glaogow reached "over 70 per cent."
Robertson2 gives the rate in the 62 cases he reports from
Leith as 74.7 per cent. In, a paper which I read at the
annual meeting of the British Medical Association at
Exeter" I gave the results of 230 cases coming under my
care In the fever hospitals In Belfast during the first five
months of the present outbreak-namely, to the end of
last May. In these 230 cases the mortality was
70.4 per cent. It thus appears that the death-rate
has been practically identical In these places. In
our 230 cases almost every form of treatment which
has been suggested was tried, Including the use of tbree
varieties of antimeningitic serum by hypodermic Injec-
tions. The varieties of antiserum used were Kolle and
Wassermaun's, Ruppel's, and Burroughs and Wellcome'e.
The results in the cases treated with these antiserums
were not more satisfactory than those given by other
meani of- treatment-79 cases were so treated, with a
mortaWity of 74 per cent.-and their use was dis-lontinued.

* A paper read before the Ulster Medical Society.


